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INTERNATIONAL DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS
LEVERAGING THE POWER OF IMAGINATION

If you are holding in your head the next big idea for a new product but you’re struggling to get it off the ground, then you need the IdXtractor3000! Riding off the success of our original, the 3000 brings an improved, non invasive approach to virtual mind reading technology. With over 25 years of continuing results, we’re confident that the IdX process can take your concept from fantasy to reality just as you imagined. Define – Discover – Design – Develop – Deploy.
Having the courage to be bold when it matters most is an adequate description of how a fading Nokia spent a splash of color and much more to revive its brand, image and reputation.

—Torsten Fritz, Studio & Partners
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Charter Patrons indicated by color.

For more information about becoming a Patron and supporting IDSA’s communication and education outreach, please contact Katie Fleger at 703.707.6000 x104.
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Sonos SUB

**TIMELESS SOUND**

Sonos SUB is an enigmatic object—almost a distant relative of the monolith in 2001—streamlined yet blocky, polished yet dark. Equipped with a single button for syncing to its host wireless network, this subwoofer emits sound from its depths via centrally mounted speakers positioned face to face, as if talking to one another: nondirectional sound, more physical than audible, perfect for reproducing the bass in everything from *Apocalypse Now*’s helicopter rhythms to Thomas Köner’s vast soundscapes.

But the Curator’s Choice Award wasn’t granted so much for the SUB itself as for something beyond. Its fine aesthetic, user interface, build quality and performance are hereby acknowledged, but something—excuse the pun—deeper prompts this award.

The SUB is not a stand-alone device; it is wedded to a system, and it is a characteristic of that system that drew my attention. The history of Sonos is one of an even-tempered advance from its beginnings as a developer of wireless streaming technology to a designer of a growing variety of speaker units married to that original technology. Accessibility and simplicity appear to be the company’s watchwords. Sonos’ system—quick to set up, unobtrusive and readily added to—offers unencumbered pathways to stored sound files and countless Web radio stations. Sonos has a peculiarly liberating effect: You can get to what you want to hear—simply; the system stays out of the way. The sound quality is high while its physical presence is discreet.

But beneath the system, with its seamlessness, usability and invisibility, is the deciding factor: The newly introduced SUB can be integrated into systems that incorporate the very earliest Sonos devices (shipped in 2005). And those devices continue to be updated with the latest software upgrades; all models, regardless of vintage, can be controlled by iOS, Android and Kindle apps. How radical as you look back on multiple noncompatible recording formats and recent yet unsupported hardware! Finally, then, it is Sonos’ denial of planned obsolescence that tips the balance and prompts this award.

*Designed by Mieko Kusano, IDSA and Rob Lambourne of Sonos Inc. and Wai-Loong Lim, IDSA of Y Studios LLC for Sonos Inc.*
Sonos SUB
Inducted into the permanent collection at the Henry Ford Museum
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